PROJECTS OUTSIDE MANDATE of MDA’s
500m
Construction and Installation of Solar Street Light in Akko LGA, Gombe Central Senatorial District.

NIGERIA STORED PRODUCTS RESEARCH, ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202301066

Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

500m

Supply of Tricycles to Youths in Adamawa State

NIGERIA STORED PRODUCTS RESEARCH, ILORIN

Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops

Source: ERGP202303487

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops.
300m

Procurement of Three in One Solar Streetlights for Security Enhancement & Community Development in Ngorkpala & Aboh-mbaise/iheaka/ovoko

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country

Source: ERGP202303404
300m

Rural Electrification of Selected Communities with Solar Street Lights in Yala LGA, Cross River State

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY UROMI, EDO STATE

Source: ERGP202301006

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

300m

Construction of Mini Stadium in Sokebolou and Torugbene Communities in Burutu LGA, Delta State

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY UROMI, EDO STATE

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Education - HQTRS

Original Mandate: Produce manpower for the Nation’s economic and industrial growth in the areas of Construction Technology, Applied Sciences, and Management Sciences.

Source: ERGP202303767
250m
Installation of Solar Street Lights and Accessories to Wards in Goza, Chibok of Borno State

NIGERIA STORED PRODUCTS RESEARCH, ILORIN

Source: ERGP202303520

Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

250m

Construction of Yahe-ukelle Road, Yala LGA, Cross River State

Source: ERGP202301005

Original Mandate: Produce manpower for the Nation’s economic and industrial growth in the areas of Construction Technology, Applied Sciences, and Management Sciences

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
250m
Construction of Alaro -iraye - Lasu Access Road and Drainage, Epe

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY UROMI, EDO STATE

Original Mandate: Produce manpower for the Nation's economic and industrial growth in the areas of Construction Technology, Applied Sciences, and Management Sciences

Source: ERGP202302642
Continuation of the On-going Construction of the Oni Ultra-modern Jetty and the Construction of N.O.K-R Resort Centre at Ebute-oni, Oni, Ogun Waterside LGA, Ogun State.

Supervising Ministry: Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202303011

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

200m

Training and Empowerment of Youth with 40 Units Mini Bus and 15 Units Cars in Ilorin East/ilorin South Federal Constituency, Kwara State

NIGERIA STORED PRODUCTS RESEARCH, ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202303468

Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops
200m

Construction of Blocks of Classrooms in Nguroje, Sardauna LGA, Taraba Central Senatorial, Taraba State

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY UROMI, EDO STATE

SUPervising Ministry
Federal Ministry of Education HQTRS

Original Mandate: Produce manpower for the Nation's economic and industrial growth in the areas of Construction Technology, Applied Sciences, and Management Sciences.
PROJECTS OUTSIDE MANDATE of MDA’s

180m

Construction of Ogunsolu Road, Onilekere, Lagos.

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202303401

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country.
150m

Construction of Medical Quarters for Doctors and Nurses, Toru-orua, Sagbama LGA, Bayelsa West Senatorial District, Bayelsa State

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country

Source: ERGP202301376
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

100m

Empowerment Items to Birniwa/kirikasamma/guri Fed. Const. Jigawa State

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country

Source: ERGP202302781
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

100m

Supply of Computer Sets in Adamawa South Senatorial District, Adamawa State.

NIGERIA STORED PRODUCTS RESEARCH, ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202302357

Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops
100m

Training and Empowerment of Unemployed Youths Women on Various Skill Acquisition in Obawole, Lagos State

FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC UKANA

Source: ERGP202304716
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

90m

Construction of Omu-aran Mini Stadium, Omu-aran Irepodun LGA, Kwara State

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY

Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202303978

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
80m

Construction of Market in Aleibiri, Ekeremor LGA, Bayelsa West Senatorial District.

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202302016

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

55m
Provision for Industrial Borehole Water System for The Civic Center.

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202301213

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country
PROJECTS OUTSIDE MANDATE of MDA’s

50m
Support for Sporting Activities of Youths, Bayelsa West Senatorial District, Bayelsa State

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202301377

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
50m
Electrification of Akwunda Ikwokwu Ipinu in Obi LGA, Benue State

FEDERAL COLLEGE OF PRODUCE INSPECTION AND STORED PRODUCTS TECHNOLOGY, KANO

Supervising Ministry
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202303124

Original Mandate: Conduct middle-level manpower training in produce inspection and stored products technology for enhanced agricultural development
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA's

50m

Supply of 4NOs. 40kva Mikano Generator to Some Selected Places in Sokoto State.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY UROMI, EDO STATE

Source: ERGP202301266

Original Mandate: Produce manpower for the Nation's economic and industrial growth in the areas of Construction Technology, Applied Sciences, and Management Sciences

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
Projects outside mandated of MDA's

50m
Provision of Transformers at Wuro Musa and Other Selected Communities in Taraba State

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY UROMI, EDO STATE

Supervising Ministry
Federal Ministry of Education HQTRS

Original Mandate: Produce manpower for the Nation’s economic and industrial growth in the areas of Construction Technology, Applied Sciences, and Management Sciences

Source: ERGP202303678

www.budgit.org | BudgiTng
45m
Supply and Fixing of Solar Light in Kiru/bebeji Federal Constituency

FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC UKANA

Source: ERGP202304212

Original mandate: Tertiary Educational Institution of Learning

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
30m

Provision of Empowerment Items (Tricycles and Motorcycles) to Keffi, Nasarawa State

NIGERIA STORED PRODUCTS RESEARCH, ILORIN

Original Mandate: Carry out research into bulk storage problems of export commodities and local food crops

Source: ERGP202302447
20m
Provision of Empowerment to Okehi in Kogi State

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION - ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202302802

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country
20m

Construction of 2 Units of 6 Classrooms for Comprehensive High School in Otobi-Amejo Community, Okpokwu LGA, Benue State.

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION- ILORIN

SUPERVISING MINISTRY
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202302017

Original Mandate: Regulate agricultural engineering practices in the country
Projects Outside Mandate of MDA’s

15m

Supply of Sewing Machines, Hairdressing and Barbing Equipment for Empowerment of Women and Youths in Okpe/sapele/uvwie Federal Constituency Delta State

FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC UKANA

SUPervising MINISTRY

Federal Ministry of Education HQTRS

Source: ERGP202302936

Original mandate: Tertiary Educational Institution of Learning

www.budgit.org | BudgITng
10m
Supply of Classroom Desks for Primary Schools in Ilesha Federal Constituency, Osun State

FEDERAL COLLEGE OF PRODUCE INSPECTION AND STORED PRODUCTS TECHNOLOGY, KANO

SUPervising MINistry
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development HQTRS

Source: ERGP202302262

Original Mandate: Conduct middle-level manpower training in produce inspection and stored products technology for enhanced agricultural development